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"Marchas Populares"

2 hours

GOAL: Test the knowledge acquired during the workshop.

Game/quiz about the topics discussed during the workshop

Computer, laptop or participants' smartphones with internet access

There will be a facilitator for the activity to help seniors log in the game.

This activity can be developed online or in person.
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Introduction

This workshop intends to introduce or deepen the knowledge about 

the Popular Parades [Marchas Populares ] in Portugal.

It's important to promote the national culture, to make customs and 

details about the traditions known and maybe trigger the will to 

experiment.



Historical Background

• Marchas Populares are a cultural manifestation that 

dates back to the 18th century.

• Small groups, organized by neighborhoods or markets in

the capital, paraded in front of the Royal Palaces, the

palaces of the nobility or the rich houses.

• In 1932 these parades were recreated and came to exist 

as we know them today, under the direction of 

José Leitão de Barros.

Representatives of the Campo de Ourique neighborhood,
the winner of the first edition, in 1932.



• The parades were suspended between 1970 and 

1980. They acquired vitality and began to have 

annual status after 1988.

• The song “Lá vai Lisboa” by Raul Ferrão, 

written in 1935, was forever associated with the

city's parades.





Videos & 
Curiosities



Video here!

Clique para adicionar texto

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COlu7kuNbx4


Videos

Videos of the Lisbon Popular Parades:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkSiJl4m8oA (18:24)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fa00z_s7y8E (17:00)

Winners of the 2019 Parade:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DGG_lFqtXc (00:51)

Testimonies from Parades' rehearsals:

• https://www.rtp.pt/play/p4725/marchas-populares (01:57)

• https://www.rtp.pt/play/p5842/marchas-populares (01:44)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkSiJl4m8oA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fa00z_s7y8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DGG_lFqtXc
https://www.rtp.pt/play/p4725/marchas-populares
https://www.rtp.pt/play/p5842/marchas-populares


• The Parades were joined by the Santo António weddings in 1958.

• Basil, that we often see in the costumes, is known as the “valentine's herb” because the boys 

used to give small basil in vases to their girlfriends during Santo António festivities. This offer was 

considered as strong a commitment as a marriage proposal.

• The categories that are evaluated and awarded in these Parades are: Scenography, 

Choreography, Parade in Avenida da Liberdade, Costumes, Lyrics (of music), Best Original 

Composition and Musicality.

Curiosities



• Each parade (March) has a minimum duration of 15 minutes and a maximum of 20 minutes to do 
their exhibitions.

• Composition - The compulsory elements of each parade are 24 pairs of marchers, 5 aguadeiros* 
[“water boys”] and 1 cavalinho [“horsey”]**.

*People responsible to put on and take off the props; collect all objects or pieces from the wardrobe; unhook bows; assist the marchers in the 

event of an incident during the performance and to distribute waters.

**Group of musicians (8 elements) with the following instruments: a clarinet, an alto saxophone, two trumpets, a trombone, a bombardino, a 

contrabass or tuba and a snare drum.



Quizz



Slido

15 minutes

GOAL: Test the knowledge acquired during the workshop.

Game/quiz about the topics discussed during the workshop

Computer or laptop or participants' cell phones with internet access and internet 
connection

There will be a facilitator for the activity to help seniors log in the game.

This activity can be developed online or in person.



"Let's see what we've picked up!”

1 - Please take your mobile phone with internet connection and go to slido.com

2 - Enter the code: #285237

3 - Click on the answer you think is correct in each question

4 - HAVE FUN!



Practising



Choreography

30 minutes

GOAL: Create a short choreography based on the videos seen previously.

This activity involves moving around/dancing.

Compute, internet connection, multimedia projector, speakers.

Create a short choreography with the help of the facilitator. Use the song "Lá vai
Lisboa" provided in the historical background.

This activity can be developed online or face-to-face, but will be more interesting 
when held in person.



Conclusion

• Although this tradition is lived with enormous intensity in Lisbon, it has gained supporters in other 

parts of the country where they are also celebrated, with typical features of each region.

• The popular marches are a unique heritage of coexistence and community solidarity that divides the 

city into neighbourhoods, creates different characteristics in the identity of the places and stimulates 

a sense of belonging in the city.
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